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I. Introduction 
Cloud computing is a vast and multifaceted phenomenon. Many characteristics of cloud computing may 

be traced back to the 1950s, when colleges and businesses rented out mainframe computer calculation time. At 

the time, renting was one of the only methods to gain access to computing resources because computing 

technology was too large and expensive for individuals to own or control. By the 1960s, computer scientists 

such as John McCarthy of Stanford University and J.C.R Licklider of the United States Department of Defense 

Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) were proposing ideas that foreshadowed some of the major 

features of cloud computing today, such as the concept of computing as a public utility and the possibility of a 

network of computers that would allow people to access data and programs from anywhere in the world [1,2]. 

The main advantage of cloud computing is that it eliminates the need for users to be physically present 

in the same location where hardware, software, and storage space are physically present. The impact of cloud 

computing on industry and end users cannot be overstated: many aspects of daily life have been transformed by 

the omnipresence of software that runs on cloud networks. Start-ups and organizations can save costs and 

expand their offerings by embracing cloud computing instead of purchasing and managing their own hardware 

and software. Independent developers now have the ability to establish internationally accessible apps and 

online businesses and researchers may now share and analyze data on previously unimaginable scales [3,4]. 

Furthermore, internet users can easily access software and storage in order to produce, share, and store 

digital media in numbers that much exceed the computing power of their personal devices. Despite the growing 

popularity of cloud computing, many people are unaware of its specifics. What is the cloud, how does it work, 

and what are the advantages for corporations, developers, researchers, governments, healthcare practitioners, 

and students? The cloud allows you to save and access your data from anywhere, at any time, without having to 

worry about maintaining hardware, software, or storage space. There are numerous advantages of use Cloud 

computing to render or access computing resources. Many individuals today use Cloud computing without even 

knowing what it is. Users of Gmail, Yahoo mail, YouTube, and Skype, for example, are all in the Cloud. 

Companies and organizations are becoming more aware of the numerous advantages that Cloud computing 

offers [5]. All of these services are given at a cheap cost to the consumer. The user must pay based on the 

amount of storage space he uses. Everyone is transferring his data to the cloud as a result of this flexibility, and 

users are permitted to store vast amounts of data on cloud storage for future use [2]. Many cloud customers are 

concerned about their sensitive data being accessed by cloud operators [3,4].  

Cloud computing security is a serious concern. There is a considerable requirement for infrastructure 

security at the network, host, application, and data levels. Data is related with each level, such as network, host, 

and application. Security concerns about many types of attacks involving various technologies must be 

addressed. Cloud monitoring, on the other hand, is utilized in a variety of contexts, including performance, SLA 

management, security, billing, and troubleshooting [6,7]. Customers will be able to choose specific CSPs based 

on their security requirements. Security must strike a balance between safety, usability, and simplicity. Security 

is everyone's responsibility, including cloud consumers and CSPs. Cloud computing security is a serious 
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concern. There is a tremendous push to ensure infrastructure security at the network, host, application, and data 

levels. Data is related with each level, such as network, host, and application. Some cloud computing security 

challenges include [8-11]:  

i Availability - data availability is an essential security issue. It must be made available to the user 

whenever it is necessary. Furthermore, the user must have control over its data. When service from another 

cloud service provider is requested, an availability issue must be addressed. Currently, there are three significant 

concerns to availability. The first danger is a network-based attack, the second is cloud service provider 

availability, and the third is cloud service provider backup of stored data. As a result, effective and efficient 

mechanisms for access control, authentication, and authorisation of sensitive data are required. 
ii Data remanence - This is a problem when data is exposed to an unauthorized person after deletion. A 

data security lifecycle refers to the complete process of creating and destroying data. When destroying data, 

extreme caution must be exercised. 
iii Third-Party Control- The user data is managed by the Cloud Service Provider. Third-party access may 

result in the disclosure of sensitive information and trade secrets. Corporate espionage is also a major concern. It 

should not also force users to rely solely on a single cloud service provider. 
iv Legal Concerns and Privacy- The user is ignorant of where their data is stored on the cloud. Each 

country's cyber laws are unique. There is much worry regarding legality and data confidentiality. The user is 

likewise concerned about the privacy of his or her data. 
Major challenges affecting cloud computing must be addressed, including data security, privacy, confidentiality, 

integrity, and authentication. Most cloud service providers maintain data in plaintext, and users must employ 

their own encryption technique to secure their data if necessary. When hostile acts are carried out in cyberspace, 

whether internally or externally, such activities and intruders can be prohibited [7]. When the data is to be 

processed, it must be decrypted [2]. Cryptography encompasses techniques such as microdots, word-image 

fusion, and other methods for concealing information in storage or transit. In today's computer-centric society, 

however, cryptography is most typically connected with scrambling plain text into a process known as 

encryption, then back again. Modern cryptography in computer science is concerned with numerous data 

security issues.  

In general, when data is encrypted, it is not easily understood by unauthorized persons, and decryption 

is employed to recover the plain text. Decryption is required before doing any type of computation. Encryption 

overcomes major problems, but the power of the cloud can only be used if the user is able to do computation on 

encrypted data [10,12]. Furthermore, it is desired to protect data on cloud servers through the use of encryption-

oriented technologies. Because of the larger key size and longer computational time of asymmetric 

cryptography, public key cryptography is used only for key exchange and symmetric key cryptography is used 

for further encryption/decryption. The computational time of cryptography techniques is further classified as 

encryption/decryption time, key generation time, and key exchange time. The time required for 

encryption/decryption is calculated by converting plaintext (message) to ciphertext and vice versa [12,13]. Many 

studies presented various cryptographic solutions for cloud data safety, including Fully Homomorphic 

Encryption (FHE) and Attributed-Based Encryption (ABE). This form of secure system can successfully protect 

data from target attackers, such as external hostile activities and internal inappropriate operations; nevertheless, 

the efficiency of data processing may suffer due to the additional computations necessary in huge data [14,15]. 

Some processes are simply impossible to complete due to technical constraints, such as sounds in FHE]. These 

are currently two approaches to solving security challenges on the cloud side: Using regulatory compliance 

measures to limit employee behavior and prevent data leakage with encryptions such as FHE and ABE. This 

paper presents an overview of an encryption approach based on formal methods for securing distributed big data 

storage in the cloud 

 

II. Big Data 
As society becomes increasingly instrumented, companies are producing and storing massive volumes 

of data. Managing, getting insights and safeguarding such massive data is a challenge and vital to competitive 

advantage. Analytics solutions that mine structured and unstructured data are significant since they can assist 

firms discover insights not just from their privately acquired data but also from enormous amounts of data 

publicly available. The ability to cross-relate private information on consumer preferences and predicts with 

information from tweets, blogs, product evaluation and data from social network open a wide range of 

possibilities for organizations to understand the needs of their customers, predicts the needs and demands and 

optimize the use of resources. Despite its gargantuan nature, big data applications are almost widespread, 

ranging from marketing to scientific research to customer interest, among other things. Today, we can see Big 

Data in action practically everywhere. From Facebook, which processes over 40 billion images from its user 

base, to CERN's Large Hydron Collider (LHC), which generates 15.1 billion per year, to Walmart, which 

processes over 1 billion consumer transactions every hour [16]. 
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Simply described, big data is a collection of enormous datasets that cannot be analyzed using 

conventional computing approaches. Big data has evolved into a comprehensive field that includes a variety of 

tools, methodologies, and frameworks. [16, 17] define big data as "datasets whose size is beyond the ability of 

typical database software tools to capture, store, manage, and analyze." These definitions demonstrate that the 

writers consider large data in terms of how it is analyzed rather than how many exact terabytes of space it 

occupies. Other meanings are more focused on the data. [18], opined that for data to be classified as big data it 

must possess the three Vs: Volume, Variety, and Velocity. However, big data is a massive collection of data 

collected over a short period of time that is complex and difficult to process and manage using traditional 

database management tools. Its format can be classified as structured, which is derived from various research 

efforts and other traditional databases, semi-structured, which is derived from extensible markup language 

(XML), and finally unstructured, which is derived from social media discussions, emails, environmental data 

generation, and other sources [19]. 

 

2.1 Characteristics of Big Data 

Big Data can be defined in three words: volume, velocity, and variety [20].  Each attribute is described below. 

Volume: Volume concerns the large quantities of data that is generated continuously or simply put 'amount of 

data'. Because of its enormous volume, storing such data used to attract high storage cost.  One might ask where 

the huge volume of data is being generated from, it simply comes from e-commerce, social networking websites   

and our devices like the smart phones.  This data can easily be distinguished as structured (formal schemas and 

data models), unstructured (no pre-defined data models) and semi-structured data (lacks strict data model 

structure) and Mixed (various types together) [20]. 

Velocity: Velocity refers to the rate at which data is created and processed. Previously, data was processed in 

batches, therefore the coming rate must be slower than the batch processing rate. However, at the moment, the 

rate at which such massive volumes of data are generated is extremely fast. According to internet live statistics, 

Google now processes over 1.2 trillion queries each year globally. Others, such as Facebook, create over 2.7 

billion activities and 300 million photographs per day [20, 21]. 

Variety: Data formats, which include databases, spreadsheets, documents, images, and videos, to name a few, 

are categorised as structured, unstructured, or semi-structured. Previously, data structure was critical in data 

processing, but it can no longer be enforced before the data is used or analysed. It has been observed that 

appropriate data for scientific and business reasons has been made public over the years. Examples include 

historical data on traffic conditions in major cities, product ratings and comments, and demographics [20]. 

Veracity: The amount of data that may be trusted given the dependability of its source is referred to as its 

veracity. How reliable is all of this information? Consider all of the Twitter posts that contain hash tags, 

abbreviations, typos, and so on, as well as the dependability and correctness of all of that stuff. Gleaning 

massive amounts of data is pointless if the quality or trustworthiness is lacking. Another excellent example is 

the usage of GPS data. As you travel through a city, the GPS will frequently "drift" off track. Signals from 

satellites are lost when they bounce off tall buildings or other structures. When this occurs, location data must be 

combined with other data sources, such as road data or accelerometer data, to offer correct results [22]. 

Value: The monetary value that a firm can gain from using Big Data computing is referred to as value. Having 

an infinite amount of data is one thing, but it is pointless unless it can be converted into value. While there is an 

obvious link between data and insights, this does not automatically imply that Big Data is valuable. The most 

crucial aspect of starting a big data endeavour is understanding the costs and advantages of gathering and 

analysing data to ensure that the data gathered can eventually be monetized. Looking at the characteristics and 

classification of big data, one can conclude that the paradigm shift from static structured data management to the 

"Big Data" trend is mostly due to technical development dynamics and, to a lesser extent, Cloud Computing 

[22]. 

 

III. Cloud Computing 
Various authors have approached Cloud Computing from various angles [23]. Cloud computing is a 

computing approach in which enormously scalable IT-related capabilities are delivered as a service to various 

external consumers via the internet. While [24] defines cloud computing as a parallel and distributed system 

comprised of a collection of interconnected and virtualized computers that are dynamically provisioned and 

presented as one or more unified computing resources based on service-level agreements negotiated between the 

service provider and the consumers. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) provides the 

most widely accepted definition of cloud computing: "Cloud computing is a network access model that enables 

ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., 

networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or interaction from service providers. This cloud model is made up of five key elements, 

three service models, and four deployment models " [25]. 
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3.1 Characteristics Cloud Computing 

According to the NIST standard standards, cloud computing has five basic features, while there are more 

characteristics based on other sources. The following are the characteristics [25]:  

On- demand self Service: This is a situation in which a user can request one or more services as needed without 

having to engage with humans, which means it can be accomplished using an online control panel and paid for 

using the "pay-and-go" technique. 

Resource Pooling: Resource pooling provides a collection of resources that replicate the behavior of a single 

blended resource; in other words, the user does not know and does not need to know the location of the 

resources being pooled. Storage, computation, memory, network bandwidth, and virtual machines are examples 

of resources [25, 26]. 

Broad Network Access: This is more of a case of resource and service availability, because all of the resources 

and services provided that are located in different vendor areas in the cloud can be available and accessible from 

a wide range of locations via standard mechanisms (e.g., mobile phones, laptops, PDAs), for example, the terms 

"easy-to-access standardized mechanisms" and "global reach capability" are used to refer to this characteristic 

[25, 27,28]. 

 Rapid Elasticity: Elasticity is fundamentally synonymous with scalability; elasticity denotes the ability to scale 

up or scale down resources as needed. Users can request as many services and resources as they require at any 

time. This quality is so admirable that Amazon, a well-known cloud service provider, dubbed one of its most 

popular and widely used services the Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [25]. 

Measured Service: All components of the cloud should be automatically regulated, monitored, optimized, and 

reported at multiple abstract levels for the resources of both vendors and users in measured service [25]. 

Multi-Tenacity: The cloud security alliance proposed this attribute. It was suggested that models for policy-

driven enforcement, isolation, governance, segmentation, service levels, and chargeback/billing for various 

customer groups be developed [25]. 

Auditability and Certifiability: Logs and audit trails should be included as part of services; this will go a long 

way toward assessing how well policies and regulations are followed. 

 

3.2 Benefits of Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing provides numerous advantages, including the following [29]: 

Lower prices: All resources are shared, including pricey networking equipment, servers, and IT workers, 

leading in lower expenses, particularly for small to mid-sized applications. 

Shifting Capital Expenses to Operating Expenses: Cloud computing allows businesses to shift money from 

capital expenses to operating expenses, allowing them to focus their money and resources on innovation. 

Agility (On Demand Service): On-demand provisioning allows for speedier setup on an as-needed basis. When 

a project is funded, the customer can begin servicing, and when the project is completed, the customer can 

simply end the cloud contract. 

Scalability: With a more cost-effective pay-as-you-go model, many cloud services can easily and efficiently 

scale to accommodate the growing nature of the organization. This is also referred to as elasticity. 

Simplified Maintenance: Patches and upgrades are quickly deployed throughout the common infrastructure, as 

well as backups. 

Diverse platform support: Many cloud computing services include built-in support for a wide range of client 

platforms, including as browsers, mobile devices, and others. This extensive platform compatibility allows 

programs to reach a broader range of people. 

Faster development: Cloud computing platforms supply many of the essential services that would normally be 

implemented in-house under traditional development methodologies. These services, together with templates 

and other tools, can drastically shorten the development time. 

Large scale prototyping/Testing: Cloud computing greatly simplifies large-scale prototyping and load testing. 

A client can easily launch 1,000 cloud servers to load test your application and then release them as soon as they 

are finished, and then try doing the same with owned or corporate servers. 

 

3.3 Cloud Security Threats 

According to a 2013 study conducted by the Cloud Computing Alliance, cloud computing faces several security 

threats, including traffic hijacking, insecure interfaces and APIs, denial of service (DoS) attacks, malicious 

insiders, cloud service abuse, insufficient due diligence, shared technology vulnerabilities, data breaches, an 

unknown risk profile, and a broken perimeter security model [25]. 

 

3.4. Cloud Computing Deployment Models (Types) 

According to NIST's official definition of cloud computing, there are four types of cloud computing deployment 

models based on the interaction between the service provider and the consumer who uses the service. There are 

four types of deployment models: public, private, communal, and hybrid [25]. 
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Public Cloud: This is the most often used deployment architecture; under this technique, the cloud is managed 

by independent providers and is open to the broader public. This implies that the cloud owner delivers public 

services on the internet in the great majority of cases based on present rules, policies, and pricing models. The 

cloud infrastructure is available for general public use. It could be owned, controlled, and operated by a 

business, academic institution, or government agency, or some mix of these. It exists on the cloud provider's 

premises. 

Private Cloud: Private clouds are an option for businesses who already possess data centres and built IT 

infrastructure and have specific security or performance requirements. In many ways, they are a better solution 

for the company data centre than legacy servers, providing several benefits from virtualization and automation. 

However, they also provide challenges and disadvantages, most notably the necessity for the organization to 

relocate or re-factor programs in order to benefit from Cloud automation. In other words, the cloud 

infrastructure is set up for a single corporation with several users to use exclusively (e.g., business units). It 

could be owned, managed, and operated by the organization, a third party, or a mix of the two, and it could be 

on or off premises. 

Community Cloud: A community cloud deployment model is utilized when a group of organizations with 

similar policies and concerns establish a cloud for their community members to use. These people of the 

community might also be referred to as customers. In this model, either a third party or the community itself 

provides the necessary infrastructure for cloud computing services. The majority of the expenses are shared 

among community members, cutting costs. This deployment technique offers the benefits of low cost and 

excellent security [30]. 

Hybrid Cloud: The hybrid cloud deployment methodology combines two or more types of clouds (private, 

community, or public). In this approach, infrastructures may rarely retain their unique qualities, but may require 

standardized functions to communicate with one another in terms of application and data interoperability and 

portability. In order to meet business demands, a company may, for example, bridge its internally controlled 

private cloud with other public clouds using standardized or proprietary technologies [25]. It is vital to 

remember that each service and deployment type is better suited to some business models than others. Private 

clouds will benefit large enterprises, while public clouds will assist smaller businesses. Businesses will continue 

to migrate back and forth between these four primary paradigms as cloud computing evolves. 

 

3.5 Cloud Computing Service Models 

Cloud computing, as defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), is a model 

for providing ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing 

resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and 

released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. First, we define Service, Platform, and 

Infrastructure, and then we go over the Service models in depth. A service is a mechanism that can deliver one 

or more capabilities that can be used in accordance with provider-defined limits and regulations and via an 

interface. A platform is a core computer system that contains hardware, operating systems, and, in some 

situations, the ability to deploy and run programs. While infrastructure refers to the underlying physical 

components required for a system to accomplish its functions [31]. These components in information systems 

can include processing, storage, network equipment, and, in some situations, database management systems and 

operating systems. There are three deployment models in this cloud computing service model [32]. 

Software as a Service (SaaS): The consumer is given the option to use the provider's applications that are 

hosted on a cloud infrastructure. Through a program interface or a thin client interface like a web browser (for 

example, web-based email), the programs can be accessed from a variety of client devices. With the possible 

exception of a small number of user-specific application configuration choices, the customer does not manage or 

control the underlying cloud infrastructure, which includes the network, servers, operating systems, storage, or 

even specific application capabilities. 

Platform as a Service (PaaS): The ability to deploy consumer-created or acquired applications made using 

programming languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by the provider on the cloud infrastructure is a 

feature offered to the customer. The consumer has control over the deployed apps and possibly the configuration 

options for the application-hosting environment but does not manage or control the underlying cloud 

infrastructure, including the network, servers, operating systems, or storage. 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): The ability to deploy and operate arbitrary software, including operating 

systems and applications, is supplied to the consumer in the form of provision of processing, storage, networks, 

and other basic computer resources. Although the consumer has no management or control over the underlying 

cloud infrastructure, they do have some limited influence over some networking components, operating systems, 

storage, and deployed applications (e.g., host firewalls) [32]. 
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IV. Cloud Storage 
Cloud storage is a networked online storage model in which data is stored on multiple virtual servers, 

which are typically hosted by third parties, rather than dedicated servers. Hosting businesses run big data 

centres, and people that need their data hosted buy or lease storage capacity from them to meet their needs. In 

the background, data centre operators virtualize resources based on the needs of the client and expose them as 

storage pools, which customers can utilize to store files or data objects [33]. 

 

4.1 Characteristics of Cloud Storage 
Cloud storage features that are related to cloud computing characteristics are listed and described below:  

On Demand Self Service: As the name implies, consumers can do all computing functions on their own without 

requiring human connection with the service provider. 

 Broad Network Access: Cloud services can be accessed via the network using normal techniques. Resource 

Pooling: In a multi-tenant architecture, cloud computing resources are pooled and shared by all service users.  

Rapid Elasticity: Depending on the demands of the user, their capabilities scale up and down rapidly and 

elastically. Metering capabilities are used to optimize resource utilization in measured services [34]. 

 

4.2 Cloud Storage Architecture 

The cloud computing paradigm change has resulted in the introduction of new programs designed to run on 

smart phones, tablets, personal computers, and other devices. The majority of these programs have back ends 

that are stored in the cloud and may be accessed via web-enabled interfaces. Various writers have proposed 

various cloud storage architectures. Figure 1 depicts a generic architecture of cloud storage [35]. 

 

. 

Figure 1: Generalized Architecture of Cloud Storage [35]. 

 

The cloud interface layer, the data management layer, and the storage layer comprise the architecture. 

The cloud interface layer is the first software layer offered by the cloud storage provider to link cloud users to 

storage via the internet; it is where user authentication and permission takes place. The second layer is a 

software layer known as the data management layer, which is responsible for data manipulation, data 

partitioning, synchronization, replication, data control across network, backups, recoveries, and meta data 

maintenance. The storage layer, which includes virtualization and basic storage, is the final layer of interest. 

Storage virtualization creates the appearance of unified storage. It maps scattered heterogeneous storage devices 
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to a single continuous storage space and generates a shared dynamic platform, whereas the basic storage consists 

of database servers and various storage devices [35]. 

 

4.3 Cloud Storage Models 

There are cloud storage options that allow customers to retain control over their data. Public cloud 

storage, private cloud storage, and hybrid cloud storage are the three types of cloud storage. Storage 

infrastructure is presented as a leasable commodity to which clients are expected to subscribe by public cloud 

storage providers. It could be for lengthy or short periods of time. In addition, the networking bandwidth 

required within the infrastructure is included. Private clouds, on the other hand, utilise public cloud storage 

concepts but in a form that can be securely incorporated within a user's firewall. Finally, hybrid cloud storage 

allows the two models (public and private) to blend, allowing policies to determine which data must be kept 

privately and which can be kept secure on the public cloud. Amazon is one example of a public cloud storage 

provider (which offers storage as a service). IBM is one of the private cloud storage providers [36]. Finally, 

Egnyte is one of the hybrid cloud providers. as seen in Figure 2: 

 

 
Figure 2: The cloud Storage models [36]. 

 

4.4 Benefits of Cloud Storage 

Cost: Purchasing of physical storage might be costly. Without the requirement for hardware, cloud storage is far 

less expensive per GB than external drives. 

Accessibility: Storing files in the cloud allows one to access them from any location with an internet connection. 

Recovery: One can access his/her files on the cloud in the event of a hard drive failure or other hardware 

problem. It serves as a backup solution for his/her physical storage drives. 

Syncing and Updating: When one works with cloud storage, any changes he/she makes to a file are 

synchronized and updated across all of his/her devices that access the cloud. 

Security: Cloud storage providers provide extra layers of protection to their services. Because there are so many 

people who have information stored in the cloud, many companies go to great measures to ensure that your files 

are not viewed by someone who should not [37]. 

 

4.5 Cloud Data Storage Issues 

Cloud computing relocates application software and databases to massive data centres, where data and 

service management may not be completely trustworthy. Cloud storage originated as an infrastructure in cloud 

computing, and it has been hailed for its low cost, which indicates less capital investment and the ability to scale 

up or down as needed. However, there will be difficulties. As a result, the authors discussed the following 
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topics: trust management, security providers, privacy protection, ownership, data location and relocation, data 

recovery, performance and availability, data backup, and data portability and conversion [38]. 

Trust Management: Trust management is defined as relying on a person or thing's integrity, strength, 

competence, and assurance. Clients are reluctant to commit their data to Internet Service Providers (ISP). 

Security Provider (ISP): Cloud service providers use data storage and transmission encryption, as well as user 

identification and authorisation. Many clients are concerned about the security of remote data in the hands of 

thieves and hackers. Cloud providers are well aware of the problem and are deploying significant resources to 

address it. 

Privacy protection:  Cloud computing makes use of virtual computing technology, in which users' data is 

distributed over multiple virtual data centres, as opposed to traditional systems where data is located in the same 

physical location. Because data centres are sometimes located across continents, the issue of data privacy may 

present a difficulty to many legal regimes [38, 39]. 

 Ownership: Another problem with cloud data storage Some Cloud clients are concerned about losing their 

rights once their data has been transferred to the cloud. Although this problem can be solved with well-trained 

user-sided agreements. 

Data Location and Relocation: Cloud computing allows for significant levels of data mobility. Some clients are 

concerned since consumers do not always know where their data is located [38-40]. 

Multiplatform Support: For IT departments adopting managed services, the more important issue is how the 

cloud-based service interacts across numerous platforms and operating systems, such as OS X, Windows, Linux, 

and thin clients. As more user interfaces become web-based, the need for multiplatform support will diminish 

[38]. 

Data Integrity: When it comes to data security, cloud service providers should include systems to assure data 

integrity and be able to explain what happened to a certain dataset and when it happened. 

Data Recovery and Backup: An incident such as a server failure may result in data destruction or loss for users. 

To mitigate the challenge, data should be backed up and recovered in the future. Users of the cloud can keep a 

backup of crucial data on a local computer. Many service providers now offer data dumps onto media or allow 

users to back up data via frequent downloads. 

Performance and Availability: Businesses are concerned about the acceptable standards of performance and 

availability of cloud-hosted applications. 

Data Portability and Conversion: Because switching service providers is a problem of cloud data storage, 

porting and converting data is heavily dependent on the nature of the cloud provider's data retrieval format, 

especially when the format is not easily revealed. 

Data Control: Every Data Administrator wishes to have control over their data. Because the data is located 

outside of the enterprise's infrastructure, there is a sense of "loss of control" over the data, which may eventually 

result in data loss. This is because cloud services and service delivery standards are still in their infancy, 

rendering these worries hypothetical and psychological rather than real. 

Control and Interoperability: In computer jargon, interoperability is the capacity of computer systems or 

software to interchange and use information. Rajan et al (2012) underlined the fact that using cloud storage is 

difficult and "is not plug-and-play" . This is due to the fact that each vendor has distinct access methods and 

non-standard Application Programming Interfaces (API), making integrating apps like archiving or sharing files 

with cloud storage complicated and costly. Despite the fact that some vendors offer software clients that 

implement popular network file sharing protocols such as Network File System (NFS), they are unable to bridge 

between different cloud services. Furthermore, the lack of standard protocols for accessing cloud storage implies 

that there is no interoperability between cloud storage providers, complicating data movement [29]. 

Suitability and Applications: Cloud storage is ideally suited for more static data in active data, such as 

applications that involve online backup and archiving. In practice, archived files function well with cloud 

storage because they do not change frequently and may not require high-speed transactional access. Second, 

employing data reduction methods, mass data can be simply compressed. Applications that require minimal I/O 

performance and can tolerate low downtime are good candidates for cloud storage. Audio, video, user files, and 

email repositories are examples of such applications that best fit into cloud storage [29]. 

Security and Performance: Cloud data access is plainly constrained by network speed and latency, and despite 

advancements in internet performance, it remains inferior to local network storage. Although some suppliers use 

local caching and compression techniques to increase performance, these do not reduce internet latency. Data 

security is the most serious concern with cloud storage in terms of cloud security. If there is a security breach, 

whether in transfer or within a shared infrastructure, experts recommend that all data stored in a cloud be 

encrypted, however this is easier said than done depending on the application [29]. 

Other concerns are as follows: [37]: 

Internet Access: Having an internet connection is required for cloud storage. Accessing your storage may be 

difficult if you are on a sluggish network. You will be unable to view your files if you are not connected to the 

internet. 
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Costs: Uploading and downloading files from the cloud incur additional charges. If you often access a large 

number of files, this can soon build up. 

Hard Drives: Cloud storage is meant to reduce our reliance on hard drives. Some enterprise cloud storage 

providers, on the other hand, demand physical hard drives as well. 

Support: Cloud storage support is not great, especially if one is utilizing a free version of a cloud service. Many 

service providers will direct him/her to a knowledge base or frequently asked questions (FAQs). 

Privacy: When one utilizes a cloud service, one’s data is no longer physically stored on its computer. So, who is 

accountable for ensuring data security? That is a grey region that is still being explored. 

 

4.6 Securing Data in Cloud 

Moving data to a Cloud environment presents an opportunity to achieve tremendous cost savings 

compared to the cost to purchase an equivalent amount of data for a locally hosted data centre. As with virtual 

machines, a customer’s data is stored over a shared infrastructure that may be distributed throughout multiple 

Cloud datacentres. Adequate security measures must be in place to ensure unauthorized users cannot access data 

either intentionally or accidently [41].  

 

V. Review of Methods of Securing Data on Cloud Environment 
Security concerns have permeated almost every layer of cloud computing, from networks to system 

management. Because of the linkages between technical applications, such as the use of Virtual Machines, many 

security vulnerabilities in networks and data storage are also applicable to cloud computing (VM). Many 

academics investigated security issues and solutions from a variety of viewpoints, including Data Management, 

Monitoring and Protecting Cloud Operators, and Information Management [42- 44]. 

Data Management: First, data management security is an aspect of securing data in cloud computing that 

frequently focuses on encryption preparations or data classifications for security purposes [45]. Some ways, 

such as employing extensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) management policy, have been 

developed to enable safe query processing for Resource Description Framework (RDF) [46]. Furthermore, 

selective data encryption is regarded as a method of lowering computer costs while securing data in clouds. For 

example, classifying data into different ranks using searchable encryption allows users to choose whether or not 

the data needs to be encrypted. Most existing data management methods, however, assume that cloud operators 

do not abuse the data or have limited access to it. In other cases, recovering information is possible even if the 

data is encrypted on the cloud side [47- 49]. 

Monitoring and Protecting Cloud Operators: Another facet in safeguarding cloud data is monitoring and 

protecting data storage, which takes into account data processing or processes that occur in the clouds. It 

suggests that the cloud operators' actions are being scrutinized. One method is to use Attributed-Based 

Encryption (ABE) to secure private information when data is exchanged across several clouds. However, 

limiting cloud operators' access scale might lead to other issues, such as data integration and data integrity. If 

cloud service providers are completely prohibited, the risks of data loss or operation failure would increase 

[17,48]. Others explored incorporating the concept of local synchronization into asynchronous spiking neural P 

systems. This method was developed to improve the computational capability of distributed parallel computing 

systems [50, 51]. 

Information Protection: Other studies concentrate on information security, such as access control systems and 

trust management. For example, utilizing trust level classification approaches, an approach was presented to 

secure instant community data access. When users determined the trust communication configurations for 

Instant Social Networking (ISN), which can be supported by reputation assessments, this technique was 

effective [52 - 54]. Another recent study employed ontology-based authentication classifications to develop an 

inter crossed access control strategy for safeguarding multimedia big data in cloud computing. These studies, 

however, were primarily concerned with securing data transmissions and authentications. When data is stored 

on the cloud, the techniques have little control. Furthermore, it is intended to safeguard data on cloud servers 

through the use of encryption-oriented technologies [55]. Previous studies, such as FHE and ABE, have also 

examined this topic. Despite the fact that these types of safe measures can successfully protect data from target 

attackers, such as external harmful activities and internal inappropriate operations, the performance of data 

processing might be negatively damaged by the additional computations [51, 56]. Some operations are even 

impossible to complete due to technical constraints, such as sounds in FHE [57]. 

Network: Because cloud computing is on-demand, it is vulnerable to security concerns such as data loss, data 

leakage, Denial-of-Service (DoS), account or service traffic hijacking, and malevolent insiders. Because of a 

careless cloud service provider, a malicious hacker may modify crucial data. To mitigate such danger, essential 

data must be encrypted and encryption keys must be kept secure [58, 59]. If an intruder acquires access to a 

client's credentials stored in the cloud, it can eavesdrop on transactions and activities, maliciously change the 

data, return false information, and divert the customer to hostile sites. DoS attacks are another important risk for 
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cloud platforms because most firms rely on one or more services to be available 24 hours a day, seven days a 

week. Customers may incur costs if one or more services are denied, especially if they are billed based on disk 

space utilization and compute cycles [60]. Another important vulnerability that clouds platform face is account 

or service hijacking. Hijacking a service allows a hostile person to get access to critical and sensitive portions of 

a deployed service, potentially jeopardizing its integrity, availability, and confidentiality. A malicious insider, 

such as a current or former employee, a business partner, or a contractor, may obtain harmful access to the data, 

network, or system [59]. When the cloud service provider is completely accountable for data protection, the 

situation deteriorates. Because of their distributed nature, cloud platforms attract more threats. It is preferable 

that the data (in this case, video contents) be safeguarded and only accessible in encrypted form. Directly hiding 

the data in encrypted HEVC video streams to maintain its quality can prevent video content leaking. This data 

concealment capability can solve the security and privacy problems connected with cloud computing. A cloud 

server can include additional video information, such as video notation and data authentication, inside an 

encrypted version of the HEVC standard [42, 61]. 

Once the data has been concealed, the server can validate its integrity without knowing the original 

contents. As a result, the encrypted data's confidentiality and privacy are safeguarded. Various works on 

encrypting data in videos can be found in the literature. [62] presents a novel encryption method for intra and 

inter frames in MPEG films. The authors stated that encrypting the entire video is necessary for highly sensitive 

and private movies. As a result, not only the Intra frames, but also the Inter frames, had to be encrypted. An 

MPEG video encryption technique is proposed. The scheme proposed was based on the Advanced Encryption 

Standard-128bit (AES128) algorithm. Only the Intra frames of a certain video were encrypted because the Inter 

frames are worthless without knowing the corresponding Intra frames [42]. 

A unique approach for H.264 data encryption based on selective encryption is given. The proposed 

approach provided transparent encryption as well as security against a variety of threats. When it came to 

retaining the formation and length of video streams, the proposed encryption and decryption were relatively 

faster. Various clouds, including Google App Engine and Amazon Web Services, have faced security breaches 

in recent years. Illegal users take advantage of these security flaws to steal confidential information or disrupt 

the normal operation of the Internet. As a result, devices interacting with cloud platforms must use robust and 

lightweight authentication and authorization schemes. Cloud computing is a variant of client-server architecture 

model, where, thousands of clients use the same infrastructure at a lot larger scales. Identity and access control 

management is a basic requirement for cloud computing [63].  

As a result, better authentication is necessary in comparison to the traditional client-server interaction 

architecture. For mobile attacks, the authors [43] presented a cloud-assisted privacy-preserving key management 

approach. Their proposed approach safeguarded the identity and location of patients. Furthermore, the proposed 

approach did not take critical privacy and updating considerations into account. As a result, their method proved 

incompatible with a real-time cloud computing platform. Recently, bilinear pairing in an elliptic curve has 

received interest in the development of an ID-based cryptosystem. This cryptosystem addressed the high-cost 

authentication and public key management issues that traditional public key cryptosystems had. Each user's 

identification was utilized as a public key. As a result, a user did not incur additional computational costs when 

confirming the public keys of other users. Furthermore, no additional storage space on the user's device was 

required to keep the other users' public keys and related certificates [43]. Several studies have recently used ID-

based cryptosystems in various cloud contexts. Wang et al (2013b) proposed a novel ID-based authentication 

mechanism for cloud environments. Although the proposed approach was appropriate for a dispersed mobile 

cloud service environment, it lacked user privacy and traceability support. The majority of elliptic curve or 

bilinear pairing-based authentication techniques are developed for client-server environments. They are not 

applicable to distributed service environments where several service providers compete for the providing of 

diverse services. The user must manage various secret keys obtained from different service providers. To fix this 

problem, all service providers must use the same secret key. If an enemy has the secret key, it may appear as a 

legitimate service provider in order to fool the users. Furthermore, an intruder who obtains the secret key may 

also obtain the session keys. The attacker may eavesdrop on sensitive information exchanged between the user 

and another service provider after obtaining one or more session keys [43, 64]. 

 

VI. Conclusion 
Most current active ways to addressing data abuse on the cloud-side have two options. The first option 

is to use regulatory compliance measures to limit employees' behaviour. This paradigm is not effectively 

managed by technical techniques, and cloud operators may fail to comply with security regulations. The other 

way is to use encryption to protect data against information leaking. However, due to computational overload 

and the lower operational efficiency level, this sort of data security cannot meet most current industry 

expectations; thus, more study on safeguarding huge data storage is required that takes care of the challenge 
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with minimum overload and latency. This paper had only presented an overview for securing distributed big 

data storage in the cloud environment and the need for more research. 
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